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ABSTRACT

Following the advent of new technologies, there is a sense that traditional board
games may have fallen out of favour with some. With that in mind, we embarked on our
project titled The Art of Junqi, utilising newer technologies to educate and spread
awareness on a more unique and less known chinese board game named Junqi or
Luzhanqi. Hopefully with our project, students can pick up new skills and perhaps find
interest in playing Junqi.

In addition to academic endeavours, cognitive development, as well as aesthetic
involvement, is essential. With the aim of introducing a new game form to the general
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youth body, Project The Art of Junqi provides a comprehensive package of resources to
help teenagers learn about everything they need to know about Junqi. The resource
package includes a whole new Instagram account page that is chock full of Junqi Trivia,
as well as information about modern Junqi, and even a whole slew of dedicated posts on
how to play the game. To educate and encourage more students to step into the world of
Junqi, we created a concise but comprehensive website which included information, tips,
short animated videos and even an informative quiz. Finally, we also rolled out a small
challenge in the form of posts on our socials that entailed mini puzzles and situations for
interested students to attempt. The competitive nature of this exercise would help to
instigate more students to try the puzzles and in turn learn about Junqi, which is our
ultimate goal in this project. In conclusion, we hope that through learning about Junqi,
students will be able to apply critical thinking skills used in the games in real life to solve
problems, as well as interact more with friends and family through games.

1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rationale

We found that many students in Hwa Chong did not know much about Junqi, or
the joys of playing and learning about it. Junqi is a game filled with strategy, tactics and
fun. We thought that it would be a waste to let this game stay unknown to the general
student body, thus we decided to create this project to make it known to everyone.

Through learning about this game, students would be able to increase cognitive
capability and spend more time with friends and family by enjoying a game or two. This
will also reduce stress-levels and increase happiness for others when playing with family
and friends. Learning about a new game also adds to students’ aesthetic experiences in
school too. Above all, this might provide a new alternative source of entertainment for
students, allowing for less time spent on digital devices.

1.2 Objectives

There were 3 main objectives of our project:

1. To increase awareness and explain the history of Junqi (how it became the game
it is today)

2. To teach and encourage more students to play Junqi, allowing them to
understand the fun aspects and cognitive benefits in the process interacting with
friends and family
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3. To allow students to learn a new game and have fun

1.3 Target Audience

The resource has been catered to HCI students from Secondary 1 to 4, mainly lower
secondary students as they had close to no knowledge of junqi and would be more
willing to pick up a new game. Lower secondary students may still have comparatively
more time to spend on leisurely activities than Upper secondary students. If possible, we
would like to expand this project to introduce Junqi to students from other schools as
well.

1.4 Resources

Based on our decision making matrix we decided that a learning package would be the
most feasible for us to achieve our objectives. Besides that, an Instagram account was
also published to provide students with more information with posts on infographics and
fun facts about Junqi. Fun puzzles were also pushed out to challenge students on their
skill in Junqi.

The resource or learning package for Project Junqi includes:

● Website
○ Write-ups (introductions on how to play)
○ Videos, tutorials (briefly demonstrating gameplay, history and discussions

on the general strategies)
○ Quizzes and trivia

● Instagram
○ Quizzes
○ Puzzles
○ Daily Trivia
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1) Project Junqi Instagram -
https://instagram.com/the_art_of_junqi?utm_medium=copy_link

2) Project Junqi Website -
https://sites.google.com/student.hci.edu.sg/the-art-of-junqi/home

https://instagram.com/the_art_of_junqi?utm_medium=copy_link
https://sites.google.com/student.hci.edu.sg/the-art-of-junqi/home
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3) Project Junqi videos/tutorials (in website)
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4) Project junqi kahoot quizzes/trivia (in website)

2 REVIEW

Existing resources on Junqi in particular all state and explain the general rules and
basics of the game, but they do not cover much about the strategies involved in-game.
(eg. Comparable to viewers learning what all the international chess pieces do but not
learning any openings or how to checkmate)

They may also be lacking in realistic scenarios while mostly including long narrations in
explaining certain scenarios the player might face in the game, which might not be
interesting to viewers. This may not really give players any real insight or knowledge on
what to do when faced with a difficult and even unfamiliar situation in game.

The user interface for most existing sites directed towards the game may be considered
inane to even try to navigate through, as the user interface was horrendous.

Most of them were not targeted at students, so it was lacking in areas to engage
students in learning more about Junqi. Most would just click off in boredom.
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METHODOLOGY

3.1 Needs Analysis

To ensure that our resource is able to meet the requirements of the students and to fulfill
our objectives, a needs analysis was conducted. We conducted a survey on Hwa Chong
students on the game of Junqi to assess whether the general student body knew of the
existence of Junqi and their willingness to learn a new game.

Survey Results and Analysis
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Students comments:

- “Doesn’t hurt to know another type of chess”
- “I’ve never heard of軍棋, before but I’d love to try it out!”
- “I didn’t know there were more than 2 types of Chinese chess. Seems

interesting.”

From the survey results:

● Majority of the students did not know what Junqi was (around 77%)
● But most of them may be willing to spend time and understand how to play the

game after a brief introduction to the game (around 81%)
● Students seem to be more aware of the existence of other popular chinese chess

games like Weiqi and Xiangqi
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3.2 Constructing the resource

Extensive research was done through readings of various literature from the internet, as

we analysed and composed a suitable learning package for beginners at Junqi. Digital

boards and videos were also made to provide visual impact for the resources and

together with the information collated, we created an Instagram page and a website

with interactive elements. A Junqi puzzle and quiz collection was also put together to

encourage students and their peers to motivate each other to try Junqi out.

3.3 Steps taken to attract viewers:

1. First, we created the Instagram account not only to showcase the different

aspects of Junqi and teach aspiring players about the basics of the game, we also

published it for publicity and attracting purposes. We shared the account page

among our classmates and friends, and asked them to share it to their respective

contact groups too. Before long, we had gotten a sizable following and could

move on to the second part of Project Junqi.

2. By this point, we could move on to the main point of Project Junqi: to educate

students and peers on the basics and intricacies of Junqi. We started to post

general knowledge about Junqi on our Instagram page, as well as published

puzzles and quizzes to “challenge” our viewers and test their understanding of the

rules of Junqi. We also plugged our website onto the page, giving viewers an

alternative method to learn about Junqi, as all of our learning resources including

videos and guidebooks were set there as well.

Website and Insta- Survey Response

In order to better understand what we could have done better, we put out a survey to
those who were interested and had attempted our website asking them about their
experience. We then took their feedback and polished the site accordingly.
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Feedback from respondents on website

Students feedback:

- “Website is informative but maybe a little too wordy”
- “Maybe more highlighting and underlining of key phrases in the write ups”
- “Website is kind of wonky in its interface. Maybe placing the videos in a

specialized sub area would help?”
- “Include more pictures or animations to further explain the concepts?”

4 OUTCOME & DISCUSSION

4.1 Intended and Final outcome
Our intended outcome was to increase awareness and explain the history of Junqi,

teach and encourage more students to play Junqi, allowing them to understand the fun

aspects and cognitive benefits in the process, interacting with friends and family. Lastly,

we wished to allow students to learn a new game and have fun. In all three aspects, I’d

say that we achieved slight but considerable success. Even though we have a long way

to go from teaching Junqi to the whole school, the few that we have influenced have

shown a great increase in interest in Junqi, and now that they know how to play, some
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of them are even spreading the skill to their classmates, as observed by us.

4.2 Limitations, further improvements
Has the pandemic affected us? Definitely. From postponed mentor meetings to shifting

most of our work online, we have been forced to plan our schedules around the

evershifting CoVid-19 situation that could change in the blink of an eye. Even though

this has been the second year of the pandemic, the repeated Phase 2 (Heightened

Alert) measures have been tricky road bumps to deal with along the way. However,

through this, we have discovered that teamwork and good communication as well as

effective management of roles can go a long way in ensuring effectiveness.

5 CONCLUSION

Project The Art of Junqi was not an easy project as introducing a new game to the

student body is always initially met with adverse reactions. Hence, only through in-depth

research and careful planning of the learning resources were we able to capture their

attention and interest. From then on, we had to be creative in order to convey our

information and message as well as captivate attention and interest from students,

spreading our message through various different platforms and styles. In the end,

seeing that we were able to create something to introduce a new game and achieve the

aim of our project we set for ourselves when we  began.
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